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Hull Condition Survey Report on 64ft OSV De Hinder 
 
This survey was carried out on the instructions of: 
 
Will Hancock 
Fowey Sea Farms 
No 3 Jetty,  
The Docks,  
Fowey, PL23 1AL. Docks, Fowey, PL23 1AL. No 3 Jetty, The Docks, Fowey, PL23 1AL. 
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1) General notes. 
 

a) Responsibility  
 

Any responsibility is to the above client only and their insurers, and not to any 
subsequent owner of the vessel under survey or holder of this report. 
Copyright is retained by Medusa Marine and copies must not be made or 
distributed except to the vessels insurers or repairers without permission of 
the copyright holder. 

 
b) Location 

 
The vessel was hauled ashore at Excelsior Slip, Harbour Road, Lowestoft, 
Suffolk, NR32 3LY on the 31st August 2018 

 
c) Purpose and scope of survey 

 
Survey was carried out under Medusa Marine terms and conditions. These 
are YDSA standard terms of engagement and are available on our website: 
www.medusamarine.co.uk/index.php/terms-and-conditions/  
 
This survey was commissioned by the purchaser for the purpose of 
establishing the hull condition prior to completion. Unless otherwise stated, 
the vessel was not surveyed for compliance with any build standards (RCD) 
or operational codes of practice or local licenses. The vessel has also not 
been surveyed for suitability for any particular purpose or location. This survey 
report is a factual statement of the surveyor's examination as carried out and 
his opinion given in good faith as to the relevance of disclosed facts and 
defects so far as seen. It implies no guarantee against faulty design or latent 
defects. 

 
d) Limitations 

 
Areas inspected were limited to openings and access available during normal 
operations and maintenance of the vessel. No fastenings or skin fittings were 
removed, keel bolts drawn or joinery or head linings removed. Closed 
compartments were visually inspected by means of a Ridgid CA100 
endoscopic camera. Materials used in the construction were tested as far as 
was possible by industry standard Non Destructive Test (NDT) test 
equipment.  
 
Unless the vessel was afloat, the mechanical condition of the engine was not 
covered by survey, only the installation and components normally available to 
routine maintenance could be assessed. If afloat, only assessment of the 
engines no load running condition was possible. Where applicable, sails were 
examined for general condition. The sails were not set, so no assessment of 
shape or stretch could be made.  Spars where stepped were examined from 
deck and ashore only.  
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Navigational equipment, electrical installations and domestic appliances were 
assessed subject to limitations if battery charge or shore power was available. 
If there was no opportunity for sea trialling the vessel, no assessment of the 
vessel and her equipment under seaway conditions was possible. No opinion 
could be made or responsibility undertaken for condition or defect of those 
aspects of the vessel not accessible or evident due to the above limitations. 

 
e) Recommendations  

 
Recommendation are made as to the proper course of action to correct 
identified defects and deficiencies. Ultimately it is the owner’s and skipper’s 
responsibility to address the recommendations properly and also further 
maintenance and operations of the vessel. 

 
 

2) The Vessel specifications and description 
 

Note: Dimensions and measurements given have been derived from 
published data, and have not been verified by survey.  

 
Dimensions: 
LOA:     19.51 metres 
Beam:     6.00 metres 
Draft:     1.80 metres 
Displacement:   59.000 gross tons 
Manufacturer:   Scheepwerf de Plaete, Ooltgensplaat, NL 
Model or Type:   Offshore Supply Vessel  
Year of Build:   1983    
IMO:     8431748 
MMSI:     250129450 
Construction:    Welded carvel steel plating 
Engines (re-engined 1998): 1 x Mitsubishi S6A 300 3 Serial no. 31967 
 
Vessels that were built before 1st January 1985 and within the EU prior to 
1992 are considered VAT paid. This boat was built in the EU before both 
those dates. Proof of VAT paid status should not be required except where 
the transfer has been between VAT registered businesses. 
 
This vessel was built as a beam trawler at Ooltgensplaat in the Netherlands in 
1983. Her original bow marking GO33 shows her as being on the Goedereede 
register in South Holland. She was later sold on to Wexford in south east 
Ireland, re-engined and registered as WD 205. She was on this register as a 
beam trawler until 2012 when she was sold out of trade. The IMO register 
shows her last known flag to be the Republic of Ireland. 
 
Since then her masts and beams have been removed and she was coded in 
under the MCA OSV (Offshore Supply Vessels) code which is defined as a 
vessel primarily engaged in the transport of up to 12 personnel, and stores, 
materials and equipment to offshore installations. This was for MCA area 
category 2, up to 60 miles from a safe haven. 
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MCA code compliance certificates are valid for five years, and annual, 
intermediate and renewal surveys are required. Annual surveys are 
documentation only, intermediate surveys are physical checks on the 
equipment and condition of the vessel, and five yearly renewals are a full 
inspection including an out of water hull survey. It is understood that the five 
year cycle has expired and that this survey is being carried out for the 
purposes of renewal. 

 
 

3) Survey details 
 

a) Hull general 
 

De Hinder was built as a beam trawler with a relatively light displacement and 
draft. The design provided for a high powered engine and stern gear, with a 
relatively small fish hold. This was presumably for high value catch such as 
shrimp or flatfish. She would have originally stood an A frame mast on the 
working deck aft of the wheelhouse, with a pair of large outrigger booms for 
the trawl. All this gear has now been removed. 
 
The working deck is now an open deck except for the installation of a 
Palfinger PK9000 hydraulic loading crane with an 18.6 tonne nominal 
capacity. This is sited on the starboard after deck. The fish hold has been 
assumed into the extended accommodation and the accommodation and aft 
bilges have been filled with a concrete ballast. This has probably been 
necessary to maintain stability for the lifting capacity of the crane. 
 
The hull form is a double chine with a shallow deadrise to the flat bottom 
plating. There are flat bilge plates and flat topsides plates. The only radius 
rolled plating is to the bows and the swim plates forward. There is a distinct 
rocker to the chines amidships and a reverse rocker to the chines at the stern 
quarters. This profile is to enable a shift in the centre of buoyancy and 
generate lift aft to compensate for the drag on the rig when trawling at speed.  
 
 
b) Bulkheads and vessel internally 

 
Bulkheads were inspected and seen to be of 7.0mm plate. Where seen there 
were in a fair and sound structural condition with some blistering of paint over 
surface corrosion, particularly around join to the bilge plating. Negligible 
thinning of erosion or corrosion was observed and all measured to within 0.5 
mm of original thickness in the available sections. None could be examined 
below the double bottom or the concrete ballast. 
 
Internally, the hull plating was visible within the former fish hold, the engine 
space and the aft services passageway only. The plating was seen to have a 
degree of surface and lamellar corrosion to the fish hold. This was only visible 
where the expanded polystyrene foam insulation had been removed. It is 
assumed that it is in the same condition where the insulation remains. The 
compartment is lined by 20 mm plywood panelling. 
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The engine space internal hull sides has a sound and uniform coat of cream 
paint. The services passageway and generator spaced has a uniform grey 
painted finish. The hull plating, bulkheads and deck were stiffened by hot 
rolled 100 mm x 20 mm U channel frames fully welded and pitched at 400mm 
centres. Every third frame and deck beam was capped by 100 mm flat bar 
section with a welded plate knee. These were all seen to be fair and sound 
condition where visible. 
 

 
c) Rudder and rudder clearances 

 
The rudder is a foil section of 6mm plating over profiled formers. It has a 
substantial bottom pintle engaged in a closed gudgeon within the keel skeg. 
When levered with a crow bar there was negligible radial clearance of the 
pintle within the gudgeon. The same good close fit was seen in the upper 
bearing.  
 
When levered there was less than 2mm of lift of the rudder within the bearings 
and a clear 4mm clearance between the bolted flange of the rudder and the 
rudder tube. The bolted flange was in good condition with no corrosion to the 
fasteners or visible weld fatigue to the flange. 
 
The steering flat was flooded with water as the access panel had been left 
open. The rudder stock is turned by a pair of hydraulic rams operating on a 
yoke secured on a keyway on the head stock. There is no bearing above the 
yoke so there is no minimum jumping clearance necessary. 

 
 

d) Below waterline hull 
 
The hull is edge to edge, or carvel laid, plating. This is welded both internally 
with the external weld beads ground flush. The chines are welded to solid 
steel bar. The original plating thickness could not be established, but is 
assumed to be the nearest common thickness above the thickest section to 
be measured in any plate. 
 
The swim plates to the forefoot forward measured at a maximum 7.9 and is 
assumed to therefore be for 8.0 mm hot rolled steel plate. On the same basis 
hull bottom is also assumed to be 8.0 mm plate and the bilge plates are 
assumed to be 6.0 mm plate to the bows and 7.0mm to the flanks and 
quarters. The side plating is also in 7.0mm plate.  
 
This 7.0mm plate is a non-standard thickness today. The side plating is not 
considered likely to be 8.0mm as none of the surfaces showing good painted 
finishes both internally and externally read over 7.0mm in thickness. 7.0mm 
plate may have been available in the Netherlands in the 1980’s.  
 
Applying the allowable erosion tolerance of 25% of original thickness, the 
minimum allowable thickness can be calculated. Sections below this thickness 
should be replated. 
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Original thickness    Allowable minimum thickness 
 
  6 mm plate 4.5 mm 
  7 mm plate 5.2 mm 
  8 mm plate 6.0 mm 
10 mm plate 7.5 mm 

 
 A line was marked approximately at the waterline and all the live shell plating 
below that line was measured for thickness. Live plating is all the plating that 
forms part of the hull buoyancy shell and excludes any foils or appendages. 
Measurements were taken at approximately 1ft intervals over the total length 
and beam.  
 
It should be noted that all measurements represent spot thicknesses and 
cannot be a guarantee of the thickness in the area immediately surrounding. 
The hull was additionally hammer sounded around areas where the 
measurements suggested a thinning section. Where possible, measurements 
were taken where the surface suggested the thinnest section. 
 
It should also be noted that electrolytic decay produces pitting erosion with 
shallow interlocking craters in the surface. The more aggressive erosion can 
produce pits that are too small to measure into although they can be 
measured with a depth Vernier gauge. In such places, some thicknesses have 
been calculated as a sum of different means of measurements. 

 
Measurement were taken with a Cygnus 4 multiple echo type ultrasonic 
thickness gauge. This uses advanced processing to read through and ignore 
coatings and corrosion to measure just the core metal thickness. A 2.25 Mhz 
probe was used which gives the best penetration through coated surfaces. 
The gauge was calibrated before and after use with a 10mm and a 15mm test 
blocks 
 
 
e) Hull Survey results 
 
It is reported that the vessel has been afloat for up to five years. The hull 
bottom had very heavy fouling with weed hanging in curtains from the hull 
bottom. When scraped off, the hull plating to the wind and waterline and down 
to the bottom chine had mostly shed its coatings of primers and antifoulings, 
and were seen to be extensively eroded by electrolysis. 

 
The hull anodes had all but completely disappeared and what remained were 
heavily oxidised, and crumbled under pressure washing. The anodes were 
assumed to be zinc and the fresh surface water in Lake Lothing would have 
caused them to oxidise and become ineffective.  
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The plating was measured and thicknesses marked in millimetres with chalk 
although decimal points were not practical to mark. Measurements that were 
below the acceptable tolerance were circled. This enabled the areas requiring 
re-plating to be mapped out. Many areas of the side plating and bilge plating 
were identified. 
 
To the port side plating amidships there was seen to be an area between the 
waterline and the chine with readings down to 5.0 mm in the 7 mm plating. 
This area is 2.4 metres in length and at a maximum 0.7 metres width. 
 

 
 
 
To the port bilge plating at the bows there was seen to be an area between 
the chines with readings down to 3.5 mm in the 6 mm plating. This area is 2.8 
metres in length and at a maximum 0.8 metres width. 
 

 
 
 
Further aft in the port bilge plating there was seen to be a small area between 
the chines with readings down to 4.5 mm in the 7 mm plating. This area is 0.8 
metres in length and at a maximum 0.8 metres width. 
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Further aft in the port bilge plating there was seen to be a larger area between 
the chines with readings down to 4.0 mm in the 7 mm plating. This area is 2.6 
metres in length and at a maximum 0.8 metres width. 
 

 
 
At the port quarter bilge plating there was seen to be a small area between 
the chines with readings down to 3.3 mm in the 7 mm plating. This area is 0.8 
metres in length and at a maximum 0.3 metres width. 
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To the starboard side plating amidships there was seen to be a large area 
between the waterline and the chine with readings down to 4.2 mm in the 7 
mm plating. This area is 3.8 metres in length and maximum 0.7 metres width. 
 

 
 
To the starboard bilge plating at the bows there was seen to be a large area 
between the chines with readings down to 4.0 mm in the 6 mm plating. This 
area is 2.7 metres in length and at a maximum 0.8 metres width. 
 

 
 
Further aft in the starboard bilge plating there was seen to be a large area 
between the chines with readings down to 4.3 mm in the 7 mm plating. This 
area is 2.6 metres in length and at a maximum 0.8 metres width. 
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Further aft in the starboard bilge plating there was seen to be a very large 
area from amidships almost to the quarter between the chines with readings 
down to 3.3 mm in the 7 mm plating. This area is 6.1 metres in length and at a 
maximum 0.8 metres width. 
 

 
 

The hull bottom plating was also examined in the accessible areas. 
Measurements were hampered by the remaining growth of weed that had not 
been fully pressure washed off. Also the shallow deadrise hull stood on a 
slipway cradle made physical access to the garboard plating impossible.  
 
Plating could only be physically accessed at the forefoot and the aft run, and 
the plating just beneath the lower chine. The rest of the bottom plating could 
be just viewed and in some cases hammer sounded. Most of the areas to the 
hull bottom was seen to have a well adhered coating of a red antifouling under 
the weed.  
 
Readings where accessible showed thicknesses generally in the range of 6.6 
to 8.0 mm. There were no signs of the electrolytic erosion that was seen in the 
bilge and side plating. There was some evidence of past re-plating done in the 
forward garboard sections. There was also a circular panel of about 30 cms 
diameter under the starboard aft hull near the keel. This was showing some 
heavy surface corrosion and spot thickness down to 5.7 mm. This should be 
replaced.  
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f) Recommendations  

 
The eroded sections must be cropped out, back to safe thickness plating and 
replaced with new steel by welding using proper repair practise. Double 
plating to the hull live shell plating is not acceptable for permanent repair and 
can only be used as a temporary measure pending proper repair. Any such 
temporary repair would be required before the next out of water coding 
survey. 
 
Double plating can cause cracking in the heat effected zone of the parent 
plating. It also leaves the defective parent plating in situ which can deteriorate 
and allow water to enter the interface causing accelerated anaerobic 
corrosion between the plates.  
 
Spot filling of pits of erosion by welding is acceptable only if the pit is less than 
50% of the plate thickness. It must also represents less than 10% of the local 
defect free plate area. Neither factor is applicable to the areas of erosion seen 
on this hull.  

 
These areas total 18.59 square metres of plating, which at a 100% yield 
would require 6 sheets of steel at 2.440 metres x 1.220 metres (8ft x 4ft). The 
required sizes are an inefficient yield however and are estimated to require up 
to 10 full 8ft x 4ft sheets.  
 

 
g) Repair practice 

 
The repair plates must be at least 30 cms square and should be extended to 
cover all areas of below minimum thickness within a further 30 cm radius. 
Therefore no repairs plates should be within 60 cms of another without being 
incorporated into one repair plate. 

 
A repair weld should not be within 75mm (or 15 x plate thickness) of a frame 
or stringer, or a welded join in the plating,. If it is, then it must be cut back to 
that frame or stringer, or the weld including the heat affected zone. An 
aperture cut within a plate must have significant, i.e. not less than 50 mm 
radiused corners to avoid creating stress risers in the metal as it cools. 
 
The repair steel should be to ASTM A131 weldable structural steel section of 
the same gauge plating as the parent plating and be a close fit and the edges 
bevelled both sides to ensure good weld penetration. The weld beads should 
be staggered to minimise distortion, and the joint must be fully welded to both 
sides.  
 
In some places this will require the removal of internal joinery and installed 
fittings. It will also involve the cutting out and re-instating of welded internal 
structures such as skin tanks framings and insulation materials. In all cases 
the vessels scantlings must be reinstated to the original specification or better. 
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Welding should be by manual metal arc welding (MMAW). This should use 
low hydrogen electrodes sometimes called Lo-Hy rods, to limit the possibility 
of hydrogen entrapment which can lead to hydrogen cracking of the weld. 
Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding could be used on the thinner gauges and 
internal weld beads. MIG is naturally hydrogen free. 
 
The plate and the surrounding heat affected zone must be re-coated with a 
zinc rich epoxy primer. The surface must be degreased thoroughly and all mill 
scale removed by abrasion with 80 grit paper or grit blasting to SA 2.5 or 
better. The coating must be applied to manufacturers recommendations within 
one hour of finish preparation. 

 
 

4) Conclusions 
 

The vessel has been subject to some poor maintenance recently being left 
afloat for an extended period without hauling and servicing replacement of 
anodes. Electrolysis could also have been aggravated by poor grounding of 
mains voltage electrical equipment used in the refurbishment of the 
accommodation. 
 
There is extensive electrolytic erosion to the side and bilge plating. The ten 
areas identified as being below the critical thickness must be cropped out and 
re-plated. This is not an immediate threat as there is still a significantly secure 
thickness of material which would allow for safe passage of the vessel to a 
repair yard.  
 
The re-plating is necessary before the hull can be certified for a five year 
commercial vessel operation offshore. It must be scheduled for repair prior to 
the coding examination. 
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